
WYALKATCHEM CBH WHEAT BIN

Co-operative Bulk Handling Limited (CBH) have many types of bin designs and
when cataloguing the varieties have given this curved, corrugated style ‘K’. Many
of the type ‘K’ bins were demolished back in the 1980’s, thus leaving the
preservation of this Wheat bin an important addition to the history of farming in
Western Australia.

The bin itself has historical significance. Following the proclamation of the Bulk
Handling Act 1935, in April 1936 the Minister for Lands announced that approval
had been given to the request by CBH Ltd that the plans for the bulk handling
installation authorised for the Wyalkatchem siding be adopted as a standard type.
The Wyalkatchem bin was the first of the permanent ones to be constructed.

The bin was an improved version of the five experimental ones installed at sidings
in the area for the 1931-32 harvest. Those five bins marked the start of the
transition from bags to bulk for the wheat industry of WA. Bulk handling was not
a new concept it was the scheme itself that was unique.

Innovation was a key to the overwhelming success of CBH in WA. The orthodox
costly vertical concrete silos gave way to horizontal ones that used the wedge
principle where the downward pressure of grain countered the sideways thrust.
The walls were a series of bays – each bay being independent so far as load
bearing was concerned. The length of the bins constructed state wide varied
from 5 bays to 49. Wyalkatchem has 29 and is 65m in length and 14m wide.

As the oldest preserved grain bin in WA, the extremely rare building is now used
as a museum which houses historic, scientific, engineering and social value to the
wider community. With a couple of thousand items on display, some eclectic and
many dating back more than 100 years and very rare.

The Wheat Bin as noted as Wyalkatchem Railway and CBH Precinct are
significant and have been listed on the heritage council of WA register (#15755).
As you can note from its construction in 1936, taking only a month to complete –
it seems obvious to me that the work ethics and lack of bureaucratic interference
back then made outcomes much better. Four gangs of men worked constructing
the bins – one laying concrete, another cutting timber, a third erecting the bins
and the last completing the floor which in this case was steel lined with a bitumen
seal.
























